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President’s Message
Greetings and Happy Independence Day!!!
It’s been hot as blazes up here in Jackson County, Oregon. I’m
hoping for a cold snap when I go down to Sacramento and our July
meeting on the 8th. One can only hope.
This month, Joe Maxwell, Past President of the Stanislaus Civil
War Association, will be our speaker. Joe is an avid explorer and
SCUBA diver since 1960. He’s investigated ship wrecks in the Pacific
Islands, as well as many battlefields. Last year, he visited Papua New
Guinea, Guadalcanal, Rabaul, and the Solomon Islands. Try to get to
the Hof Brau early to sit at his table and be regaled with his exploits. His
talk will be the long-awaited Part Two of his September 2013
presentation of George Armstrong Custer. I just read Larry McMurtry’s
biography of Custer this spring, so I’m ready to learn all I can about this
amazingly colorful and controversial man. It doesn’t hurt either to watch
Errol Flynn and Olivia DeHavilland in They Died with Their Boots On, the
1941 biographic movie. One of my favorites.
I shall be bringing my Civil War sword and will have it in our room
a half hour before the meeting. You may touch it. I invite anyone who
has an artifact to bring them early, before the meetings, so we can
OOhhh and AAhhh.
Our nation once again was rocked by tragedy with the racist
shooting of nine members of the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal
Church in downtown Charleston, South Carolina. As students of Civil
War history, I know we feel this senseless violence deeply. I know from
the books I read and the lectures I’ve attended and the discussions I’ve
had with all of you that at the end of the War, both sides hoped for peace
and worked toward that end. I find it abhorrent that the use of the saltire
Confederate Flag as a symbol for racist hatred by some very disturbed
people brings us to a national conversation about its display on public
buildings. But I believe more strongly that all our citizens should have
pride and comfort in any display on government buildings.
I know we have much to discuss about the topic. But as our
meeting is already scheduled with a wonderful and well-researched
presentation, I ask that any flag discussion take place before or after our
meeting. Thank you.

Anne Peasley, President

MINUTES
SACRAMENTO CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE
Wednesday, June 10, 2015
HOF BRAU RESTAURANT, 2500 WATT AVENUE, SACRAMENTO
ATTENDANCE – 36
MEMBERS – 26: Anne M. Peasley, President, Don Hayden, Vice President, George W. Foxworth, Treasurer,
Paul Ruud, Secretary, Silver Williams, Program Director, Roy Bishop, Harvey Cain, Marsha Jutovsky Cain,
Alice Corley, Monica Foxworth, Robert E. Hanley, IPP, Nina Henley, MAL, Wayne Henley, MAL, James
Juanitas, Arnold Kuntz, Barbara Leone, Rick A. Peasley, John Rice, Ed Rill, Nancy Samuelson, Nick
Scivoletto, James Taff, Robert Vanderpool, Roxanne E. Spizzirri, John V. Zasso, Vivian Zasso.
GUESTS – 10: Esther Boeck, Martin Cain, Seanna Curler, Carol Laycock, Bret Lonsway, Dennis Romary, Larry
Spizzirri, Richard Spizzirri, Ray Valdez, Don A. Zajic
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The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by President Anne Peasley.
President Peasley led the Pledge of Allegiance.
President Peasley gave a last call to purchase raffle tickets. John Zasso then read the lucky numbers.
Member Arnold Kunst provided dates and times for the TV presentations where his personal musings on
Abraham Lincoln will be shown.
5. President Peasley announced that the 2015 West Coast Civil War Conference will be held in Tulare, CA,
Nov 13-15. The Hampton Inn, Tulare, offers a Conference rate of $85 per night, call 844-814-1595 for
reservations.
6. President Peasley introduced our speaker, Marty Cain, a cousin of member Harvey Cain. Marty was here
visiting from his current home in Tennessee. The subject of his talk was “Baseball during the Civil War!”
Marty gave an interesting presentation of the emergence of baseball on the American landscape. It is
somewhat a descendant of several paddle and bat games played in England – games such as cricket,
square ball, round ball, etc.
7. Two very interesting general conclusions could be drawn (1) Civil War General Abner Doubleday did not
invent baseball. His name was linked with baseball to gain marketing advantage because of his popularity
during and after the War. It is less clear who actually should be given credit for inventing and introducing
the game to America. (2) There is no evidence in Marty’s research that suggests there were north vs.
south baseball competitions during the War. Soldiers from both sides played the game but not against
each other.
8. Anyone want to play town ball? It was played on a square field for two innings. Every player would bat in
each inning. Outs could be made by catching the ball or throwing the ball and hitting a base runner. Since
players did not have gloves, up until 1864 an out could also be made by catching a batted ball on the first
bounce. What fun!!!
9. There is no direct evidence that Lincoln ever played baseball even though there was a baseball diamond at
the White House. Most believe that diamond was used by the younger generation.
10. President Peasley thanked Marty with kind words and Silver Williams presented him a bottle of her special
wine - a further subject interest tribute from the audience was evident since President Peasley had invited
everyone to wear their favorite baseball cap. Many teams and other organizations were represented.
11. The meeting was adjourned at 8:12 PM. The next Board Meeting will be Wednesday, July 8, 2015, 10 AM,
at Brookfield’s Restaurant. Come one, come all!
Paul Ruud, Secretary
Treasurer’s Report
The cash balance following the June 10, 2015 meeting was $4,647.62. Thanks to John Zasso, other
members, and guests, the raffle brought in $63.00.
George W. Foxworth, Treasurer
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Coming Programs for 2015 and 2016
Date
July 8th
August 12th
September 9th

Speaker
Joe Maxwell
Nancy B. Samuelson
Fred Bohmfalk

October 14th

Tom Lubas

November 11th

Tad Smith

December 9th
January 13th

Nicholas Scivoletto
Paul G. Ruud

Topic
“George Armstrong Custer, Part II”
“Nathan Bedford Forrest”
“A Personal Look at the Lives of
Generals Grant, Sherman, and
Sheridan”
“Chicago, That Toddlin’ Civil War
Town”
“The Failed Struggle to Obtain
Recognition of the Confederacy by
England and France”
“General Joseph E. Johnston”
“Jefferson Finis Davis”

NEWSLETTER CIVIL WAR ARTICLES
Civil War articles/book reviews are welcome. The submission deadline is the 1st of each
month for that month’s Battle Cry. However, you can submit articles at anytime.
Please submit your items in Microsoft Word or regular email to:
gwfoxworth@sbcglobal.net
Do not submit scanned files since I need to edit files to combine the Battle Cry.
The Battle Cry is the monthly newsletter of the Sacramento CWRT. Submissions are
subject to availability of space and size limitations. Submissions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the organization or the Editor. The official address of this
organization is: Sacramento Civil War Round Table, Post Office Box 254702,
Sacramento, CA 95865-4702. http://www.sacramentocwrt.org is the web site address.
Check the web for past newsletter editions and information about the group.
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WEST COAST CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE
November 13 - 15, 2015
TULARE HISTORICAL MUSEUM, 444 WEST TULARE AVENUE, TULARE, CA 93274-3831
Note: Conference Seating Limited to 107, so PLEASE REGISTER EARLY—1st come 1st served!
Hampton Inn, Tulare offers a Conference rate for us of $85 per night. Free Breakfast. 1100 North
Cherry Street, (844) 814-1595 or (559) 686-8700. It is always full Saturday mornings so book early!
(Highway 99—Use Prosperity Avenue off ramps.) It is West of 99, behind Apple Annie’s Restaurant (on
Blackstone Street).
There are several other hotels in the immediate area, but all are near 99, while the Museum is in the
west part of Tulare.
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION: Checks payable to San Joaquin Valley Civil War Round Table
(SJVCWRT), $150. (See below for dinners for non-registered persons.)
Send registration (http//sjvcwrt.com) to Ron Vaughan, 730 East Tulare Avenue, Tulare, CA 93274-4336.
Questions: Ron Vaughan (559) 686-3633 ronvaughan@prodigy.net

TENATIVE SCHEDULE:
FRIDAY
4:00--5:30-- Registration and Social Hour
5:30--6:00—Civil War Jeopardy, Ted Savas
6:00—7:00 --Dinner
7:00—8:00—Looking Back at the Causes of the Civil War, Michael Oddinino
SATURDAY
8:30 --9:30— Forrest’s Operations in 1865, Thomas Cartwright
9:30-- 10:30— CSS Shenandoah, Gary Joiner
10:30--11:30—Grant’s Attempt to Take Petersburg, Edward Alexander
12:00—1:00-- Lunch
1:00—2:00— The Breakthrough at Petersburg, Edward Alexander
2:00—3:00--- Appomattox Surrender, Michael Oddinino
3:00--3:15-- Break
3:15-- 4:15—1865 Medicine, Dr. Brian Clague
4:15--5:15—Sherman’s Carolina Campaign, Mike Green
5:15—6:00-- Break
6:00—7:00-- Dinner
7:00—8:00 -- 1865 Photos, Ron Perisho
8:00—9:00 – Battle of Palmito Ranch and Jo Shelby’s Exodus, Ron Vaughan
SUNDAY
8:30-9:30— CSA Veterans, Evan Jones
9:45-10:45--- Early Reconstruction 1865, Jim Stanbery
10:45- 11:45— Panel Discussion
11:45—12:00-- Raffle
12:00--1:00 --- Museum Tour
*For non-registered dinner guests, the cost is $20, but if Conference is sold out, there may not be a table
space. We will do our best to accommodate you.
*Directions from hotel area to Museum: Drive south on Highway 99, or Blackstone, or Cherry; go west
on Tulare Avenue. Parking Lot is north of the Museum, between “E” Street and “F” Street.
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Value of Railroads in the Civil War

Up to the time when the Civil War had been
hopelessly and obviously lost by the Rebels whether
this was after the Battles of Antietum, Vicksburg,
Atlanta or elsewhere (depending on whose views one
accepts), a large number of European military
observers had been banking on the South to win.
They cited the North’s problems with exterior lines,
the vastness of the country, and the resulting logistical
problems when Union armies penetrated deeply into
the South. The U. S. Ambassador to England, Charles
Francis Adams, commented on this as follows:
“These pompousites pointed to Napoleon’s dismal
experience in Russia and sneered at the U. S. which
would not learn from disasters of the past. They could
not recognize the improved appliance for the age---the
Railroad.”
Both the Union and the Confederates made
extensive use of the railroads. In the Union, they were
second only to waterways in delivering supplies.
Although the rail system was still in its infancy, the
North had 31,000 miles of track and the South 9,000
miles. Union captures soon reduced the rebel held
lines to less than 5,000 miles. The South also suffered
a distinct disadvantage in that they did not have the
means to build steam locomotives (nor, as discussed in
earlier articles, steam engines for warships).
The prime, perhaps extreme, example of the
use of railroads was Sherman’s Atlanta Campaign.
His supply line extended 475 miles from Louisville to
Nashville to Chattanooga and thence to Atlanta via the
L&N, N&C or N&D, and W&A Railroads. On the
Louisville and Nashville RR alone, which accounted
for 190 of these miles, Sherman had available to his
forces a total of about 50 locomotives, 297 freight and
flat cars, 128 passenger and baggage cars, and 26
cabooses, and at peak periods was running a 15-20 car

train about every 2 hours in each direction. From all
railroads, Sherman’s forces had available a total of
150 engines and 1,650 cars. Note that these were
single tracked roads, for the most part with sidings
about every 7-10 miles; so scheduling was critical, and
delays for any reason intolerable. The telegraph was
an essential appendage to railroad operation.
Sherman’s forces totaled about 105,000 men with
about 55,000 animals.
What was the alternative to the railroad?
The only land alternative then available was muscle
power, either human or animal, and it is perhaps
sobering to realize that before about 1830, every
soldier who ever went into battle got there with all of
his supplies on his own feet or by the effort of an
animal. Hence, getting to the battlefield without
starving en route was the hassle, fighting the enemy
was almost incidental. Foraging in the many
undeveloped areas was, of course, frequently
impossible.
Muscle power and steam power both
require fuel. In the case of the first it was/is food or
forage and water, and the second firewood or later
coal and water. In many cases, these fuel items had to
be carried long distances, particularly in the case of
muscle power. Hence, for purposes of comparing the
alternatives by such Logisticians as QMG
Montgomery Meigs and the various concerned
commanding generals, a method could have been
adopted by using the ratio Ton-Miles per Ton of
Fuel. (Not totally valid since fuel types differ; horses
and humans rarely ate firewood and locomotives don’t
need oats, and the former eats all the time whereas the
latter only when operating, and for other reasons!)
The relative tonnage factor ratio is then found to be
12± to 18± in favor of the Railroad.
A rough comparison is as follows: A
team of six mules drawing a wagon carrying 1.5 tons
of supplies could travel about 300 miles on one ton of
food which yields 450 ton-miles of transport capacity
per ton of mule forage. In contrast, a Civil War era
freight locomotive could travel only about 35-40 miles
on a ton of wood, but its payload pulling 15 to 20
freight cars carrying 10 tons each could be as high as
150 to 200 tons, yielding 5,250 to 8,000 ton miles per
ton of firewood. (Steamboats incidentally could even
do much better than this).
Additionally, Speed was also a most
significant factor. Depending on road conditions a
mule team might travel at a maximum rate of 2.5 to 4
miles per hour for 8 to 10 hours per day; whereas a
freight train might sustain a rate of 25 to 40 miles per
hour for extended periods depending on track
conditions and grades. The relative speed factor was

therefore in the magnitude of 10±. The value of speed
was, of course many fold. Faster travel meant shorter
turn around times and fewer vehicles required, cargoes
arrived in better condition, and troops were far less
fatigued. Another important factor was that, although
Civil War railroad rolling stock and engines in
particular were fragile contrivances by modern
standards, they were still more dependable than draft
animals. Mules in particular, I understand, operated
under their own value system and could not always be
relied upon to do their patriotic duty.
In summary, assuming tonnage and
speed of equal importance, and if you believe all of
the above stuff, the advent of the steam-powered
railroad boosted logistical output capabilities for long
distance transport by a factor of 120 to 180 times that
of mule powered wagons. Sherman estimated that the
railroad did the work of some 40,000 wagons and
225,000 mules, but some believe this presumed forage
to be available en route which was far from the actual
case. Each of the animals pulling the supply wagons
had to eat. One then needed animals pulling more
wagons to carry fodder for those carrying supplies,
and they had to eat also, so were does this all end?
With a lot of well fed mules, perhaps, but with the
forage-fodder wagons carrying nothing at the end of
the supply route! And what about the return trip?
The obvious limitation of railroads
was that trains traveled only where tracks had been
laid. The evolving railroad system in the 1860’s
suffered from two other restrictions later corrected.
These were the large number of “Short” lines between
the outskirts of nearby towns with independent
terminals, but no interconnections between them.
There were no such things as “Union” stations. The
only way to get across town from one terminal to
another was muscle power. (This is what generated
the fiasco of Washington bound troop transfers across
Baltimore early in the War.) There were a few
interregional “Trunk” lines, mainly in the North, such
as the Baltimore and Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York
Central, Illinois Central, and the Mobile and Ohio
which alleviated this problem somewhat.
The other restriction was the variety of
rail gauges (the inner-side distance between parallel
rails) then in use, varying from about 3 feet to 6 feet;
making it impossible to transfer rolling stock between
tracks at differing gauges. Track gauge of most
Southern Railroads was 5 feet; and for Railroads in the
North it was 4 feet-8.5 inches (1,435mm). This latter
was the standard gauge for English Railroads adopted
in 1830 by George Stephenson. The derivation of this
latter “round” number appears to have been lost in
antiquity. Some say that 4’-8½” was the axle length

of roman chariots (so what?); others that when 3½
inch wide “U” rails were used prior to “T” rails,
gauge was measured as the distance between rail
centerlines as 5 feet, which equates to 4’ 8½ when
measured between inner surfaces (more plausible, but
barely so). Notwithstanding, the standard gauge for
all American railroads was established at this “odd”
number in 1881. Some have felt ever since, as
engines and cars got heavier and larger, that 6 feet
would have been a better selection.
Managing the railroads for military
purposes during the Civil War was a tricky business,
administratively, technically, and strategically.
Railroad generalship at the strategic level dealt with
long-distance movements of troops and war resources.
Since most American railroads in the 1860s were still
small-scale local private enterprises, such movements
typically involved coordination among multiple
corporate entities. Naturally, the military desired
priority treatment by the railroads, but railroad
managers still had an obligation to show a profit and
to maintain civilian traffic. Railroad corporations,
civil government, and the military were all involved in
this balancing act. In January 1862, the U. S.
Congress authorized President Lincoln to seize control
of the railroads and telegraphs for military use and
establish the U.S. Military Railroad system (USMRR).
(The rebels developed no such authorities since it was
counter to their states rights philosophies). Such
seizures by the Feds occurred to southern railroads
only, since the true experts in railroad management
were the northern civilian railroad executives, and a
cooperative spirit prevailed. Many of the civilians
were commissioned within the USMRR. Paramount
among them was Daniel C. McCallum, formerly
General Superintendent of the Eire RR; and Herman
Haupt, a West Point graduate and formerly Chief
Engineer for the Pennsylvania RR. In addition,
Thomas A Scott, V.P. of the Penn. RR served as an
Assistant Secretary of War, and John Garrett,
President of the vital and vulnerable B. & O. Railroad
was a personal advisor to Secretary Stanton. BG
McCallum operated largely in the area of
administrative matters and BG Haupt in the area of
technical matters although these distinctions were not
finite. They both accomplished marvels.
One of McCallum’s earliest problems was
to prevent Union commanders from adopting freight
cars as permanent warehouses and passenger cars as
permanent barracks, offices, or hospitals. That was a
hell of way to run a railroad, and the surest way to
screw up the operation was to not timely unload cars
upon arrival and turn them back immediately to
whence they came for reuse. This took some real head

knocking and threats of dismissal of several senior
line officers by Secretary Stanton before they finally
got the message. By the time of the Atlanta
Campaign, McCallum’s efforts had taken effect and
every day an average of 160 cars rolled over the L&N
Railroad’s single track and connecting lines to supply
Sherman’s forces. McCallum, with the assistance of
Scott and Garrett, was also charged with the October
1863 transport of the XI and XII Corps, totaling
25,000 men, 1,200 miles in 12 days (Halleck said it
would take 40 days) from Virginia to reinforce
Rosecrans at Chattanooga. This transfer required 30
trains of 20 cars each and involved a cooperative
effort by eight separate railroad companies. The
Confederates accomplished a similar move a month
earlier when Longstreet’s Corps of 12,000 was moved
from Virginia 800 miles to Chickamauga to reinforce
Bragg, also in 12 days. These and other high traffic
volume operations were fairly accident free in an era
when collisions were not infrequent, both head-on and
front to rear. The telegraph was a God-send to
railroad operations, but block signaling techniques and
apparatus were primitive, and air-brakes had not yet
been invented.
Notwithstanding that Herman Haupt
was a graduate of the USMA, Class of 1835; he was
not the military-type, resigning his subaltern’s
commission 3 months later to become a construction
engineer in the then new field of railroad engineering.
Later he taught math, engineering, and architecture at
Penn State College and still later was Chief Engineer
for the Penn. Railroad. Haupt’s service with the
USMRR was mainly in Virginia largely in the design
and construction of railroad related structures and
overall maintenance. With a staff of about 150 plus
assigned army engineer battalions, he built and/or
rebuilt dozens of bridges plus hundreds of miles of
road bed and many railroad protective structures; and
he trained a cadre of engineering officers subsequently
assigned to railroad work in the western theatre.
Among these were A. B. Anderson, E. C. Smeed, and
W. W. Wright. One other railroad builder of
particular merit in the west, and serving also as a
Corps Commander was MG Grenville Dodge.
Although called “General,” Haupt
refused to accept a commission as such or to wear
insignia of rank, except when absolutely compelled to
do so by Stanton. Haupt pioneered the making of
prefabricated bridge trusses of varying sizes and load
carrying capacities, which could be rushed to a site of
need and rapidly erected. (This was a forerunner of
the Bailey Bridge System of WWII fame.) Hence,
although Sherman could not carry a spare railroad
tunnel with him as some soldiers thought, he could

indeed carry a spare bridge. Haupt’s most impressive
structure was perhaps the Potomac Creek trestle
bridge. (See picture.) Built in nine days, this structure
was 400 feet long and 80 feet high and contained
35,000 linear feet of timber. Lincoln saw the trestle
and called it ‘remarkable,” stating that “why there is
nothing in it but bean poles and cornstalks and they
are running cars over it.” This trestle was the
prototype for later ones built in the west.
Both sides used the railroads
extensively in the Eastern Theatre. Primary roads
involved were the Manassas Gap, Orange &
Alexandria, Richmond, Frederickson & Potomac,
Weldon, Richmond & Danville, and Petersburg &
Lynchburg; and, of course, the Baltimore & Ohio.
Climaxing the Union’s activities was the USMRR
from Grant/Meade’s vast supply depot at City Point to
the Petersburg siege line and beyond. The War’s end
came in the East for all practical purposes when Lee’s
last remaining railroad-based supply line to
Richmond and Petersburg was cut after the Battle of
Five Forks. Although it is not quite as direct, it might
also be said that the War in the West effectively came
to an end when Hood’s last remaining railroad-based
supply line to Atlanta was cut at Rough and Ready
during the Battle of Jonesboro.
If you wish to play a Civil War “what
if” game (or, as an academic historian might prefer to
say, “Make a contra factual analysis”) that is
decidedly far fetched; do what the European military
observers had done; pretend that the railroads didn’t
exist.
References: “Railroad Generalship;
Foundation of Civil War Strategy” by C. R. Cabel,
2001; “American Railroads” by S. H. Holbrook,
1981; “Rescue by Rail” by R. Pickenpaugh, 1998;
“Victory Rode the Rails” by G. E. Turner, 1992;
“Mr. Lincoln’s Bridge Builders” by P. M. Thienel,
2000
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